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So many ways to get AHEAD!

Corporate Social Responsibility

AHEAD, LLC is committed to a platform corporate responsibility, striving for business solutions that integrate financial responsibility with long term social and environmental perspectives. AHEAD is also committed to ensuring fair working conditions in our supply chain and is a member of FLA.
It all starts with a ball marker.

Your customized in-stock ball marker gives you the ability to customize a wide variety of products for brand continuity and ordering flexibility.
**CLOISONNÉ (DOMED)**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round shape
- Available in shiny finishes only

**PRINTED W/ EPOXY DOME**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round shape
- Domestic orders: Antique Brass & Shiny Nickel only
- International orders: All finishes

**CUSTOM OPTION**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round shape
- 3D raised details
- Available in all finishes

**STANDARD DIE-STRUCK**
- 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Round shape
- Available in all finishes

**PRINTED STEM**
- 18mm/3/4 inch diameter
- Round shape
- Available in all finishes

**CUSTOM SHAPE/MINI METALS**
- Approx 25mm/1 inch diameter
- Available in all finishes

**LICENSING BALL MARKER PROGRAM**
- 25mm/1 Inch Diameter
- Round Shape
- Available as shown here
STOCK HAT CLIPS
Hidden magnet holds ball marker in place. Clips on any cap bill or visor.

CIRCLE “USA” FLAG
- HCUSA-3 Antique Brass

AHEAD LOGO
- HCAHAS-2 Antique Pewter
- HCAHAS-1 Antique Brass

CROSS CLUB & SHIELD
- HCBDAS-4 Antique Pewter

GOLF BALL
- AHGBHC-2 Antique Pewter
- AHGBH-1 Antique Brass

PGA TOUR
- PGT002-1 Antique Brass

PGA LOGO
- PGA001-1 Antique Brass

PGA LOGO FLAT CLOISONNE
- PGAOLH-C Shiny Gold

FURLING FLAG
- HCWFMS-2 Matte Nickel

OVAL UNDERGLASS FLAG
- HCRFMG-1 Shiny Gold

SWITCHFIX
- HCSWITCH-1 Royal/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-2 Red/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-3 Fluorescent Yellow/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-4 Black/Antique Brass
- HCSWITCH-5 White/Antique Brass
- HCSWITCH-6 Yellow/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-7 Aqua/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-8 Orange/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-9 Gun Metal/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-10 Navy/Matte Nickel
- HCSWITCH-11 Pink/Matte Nickel

Multi-colored silicon rubber surface to complement our Swithfix divot tool (see pg. 6). Strong recessed magnets on front for your ball marker and for easy access.
CUSTOM HAT CLIPS
Hidden magnet holds a removable ball marker to mark your spot on the putting green.
SWITCHFIX COLLECTION
Form, function and customization all safely in your pocket!

SWITCHFIX WITH (DTSWCLP) & WITHOUT CLASP (DTSWITCH)
Switchblade function with non-slip silicon grip and stainless steel prongs.

SWITCHFIX DIVOT TOOL TIN BOX
Black tin with window and foam insert. Holds Switchfix DT’s only.
STOCK DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS
All divot tools shown use a 25mm removable ball marker.

DUAL VIEW
Double brand your ball marker and show from both sides of this ergonomically designed divot tool.

LATTICE PATTERN
High quality solid brass. Classic lattice pattern with clasp back for easy carry.

CLASP BACK
Clasp back for easy carry.

ENGRAVABLE
Engravable back for personalization.

FLATBACK
High quality solid antique brass.

SHORT PRONG LATTICE WITH CLASP
High quality short prong solid brass with clasp back for easy carry.

SHORT PRONG LATTICE
High quality short prong solid brass.
STOCK DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS
All Divot Tools shown use a 25mm removable ball marker.

STEEL BASE
Opening price steel base divot tool.

MARKING STENCIL DIVOT TOOL
Line up or mark your ball divot tool with these 5 fun stencil patterns.

SINGLE PRONG
Small and quick single prong divot repair tool.

RUSTIC FINISH
Rustic hand forged effect divot tool.

ALUMINUM
Ultra light-weight aluminum at budget pricing.
STOCK DIVOT REPAIR TOOLS
All Divot Tools shown use a 25mm removable ball marker.

GRIP TECH DIVOT TOOL

DTECA8-N
Antique Brass/Black

DTECEN-N
Black Nickel/Red

DTECMN-N
Matte Nickel/Blue

Club Groove Cleaner

Pivoting head with groove cleaner to extract dirt from club face.

AMERICAN FLAG
Americana slim line.

DTAMER-1
Antique Brass

DTAMER-2
Antique Pewter

DTBRSH-1
Matte Nickel/Blue

DTBRSH-2
Matte Nickel/Red

DTBRSH-3
Matte Nickel/Green

DTBRSH-4
Antique Brass/Black

DTBRSH-5
Antique Brass/White

PIVOTING BRUSH CLUB FACE CLEANER
Brush head with club face cleaner to wipe away debris.

MULTI-FUNCTION DIVOT TOOL
Multi Function tool repairs divots, opens bottles, and provides a rest for your club.

DTBOTR-1
Matte Nickel/Blue

DTBOTR-2
Matte Nickel/Red

DTBOTR-3
Matte Nickel/Green

DTBOTR-4
Antique Brass/Black

DTBOTR-5
Antique Brass/White
CUSTOM DIVOT TOOLS

Work with our creative team to design and develop a truly customized divot tool utilizing our vast selection of styles and finishes.

CSDT02-A
3D RELIEF - NO BM
Flat back for engraving.

CSDT02-B
3D RELIEF - WITH BM
Removable ball marker.

CSDT03
CUSTOM LOGO, CLASP BACK - NO BM
Classic antique brass. Full front logo and clasp back.

CSDT04-A
CUSTOM SHAPED - NO BM
Contoured shape. Flat back for engraving.

CSDT04-B
CUSTOM SHAPED - WITH BM
Contoured shape. Removable ball marker.

CSDT05-A
TOMBSTONE SHAPED - NO BM
Contoured shape. No ball marker.

CSDT05-B
TOMBSTONE SHAPED - WITH BM
Removable ball marker.

CSDT06-1
CUSTOM SHAPE SHORT PRONG
No ball marker.

CSDT06-2
CUSTOM SHAPE SHORT PRONG
No ball marker.

CSDT07
ALUMINUM
Light-weight divot tool in natural aluminum or anodized.

CSDT08
DIVOT TOOL WITH - BM ON CLASP
Contoured shape. Removable ball marker on clip.

CSDT08-B
TOMBSTONE SHAPED - BM ON CLASP
Contoured shape. Removable ball marker on clip.
STOCK BAG TAGS
Customize our stock bagtags with your custom ball marker.

**LEATHER**
Genuine leather bag tag holds a stock or custom 2 inch medallion. Engravable back plate.

**SMALL ROUND**
Classic 65mm round bag tag with leather strap. Engravable front and back areas. Permanently affixed ball marker.

**LATTCICE**
Classic lattice pattern front with leather strap. Engravable front and back areas. Permanently affixed ball marker.

**AMERICANA**
75mm round bag tag with faux suede leather cord. Permanently affixed ball marker.
CUSTOM BAG TAGS
We can design any bag tag! Let our designers help you customize yours!

CSBT01-N
LARGE ROUND
Classic 75mm round in your choice of flat or 3D.

CSBT03-N
MEDIUM ROUND
68mm with your desired design and effect.

CSBT04-N
MEDIUM ROUND, STAINED GLASS
Smaller 68mm with your desired design with stained glass.

CSBT12-A
ALUMINUM
Custom shape light-weight
Price sensitive.

CSBT10-N
TWO SIDED CUSTOM SHAPE
75mm bag tag with ability to place 2 logos on one item. Share your event on one side and course on other.

CSBT13-G
CLOISONNÉ BT
75mm cloisonné for high impact impression. Jewelry quality.

CSTRUB-1
RUBBER, 1-SIDED
Light-weight. Price point sensitive.

CSTRUB-2
RUBBER 2-SIDED
Light-weight

CSTRUB-3
RUBBER W/PLATE
Light-weight, double-sided. Engravable plate.

Quick turn 75mm round DuroGlaze enamel bag tag with leather strap

BtBldM-A
Ant. Brass

NEW

BTBLDM-
Ant. Brass

AHEADWEB.com 1-800-282-2246
CUSTOM BAG TAGS
we can design any bag tag! Let our designers help you customize yours!

For the logos where you want to say more.


Custom/DuroGlaze
Quick turn 75mm round DuroGlaze enamel bag tag with leather strap

Custom/Contoured
Custom shape bag tag creating a unique and distinctive look to your logo.

Rectangle Shape
For the logos where you want to say more.

Round, Engravable
Round top with rectangle base for personalization or engraving.

Pierced-Through, Stained Glass
75mm bag tag with either stained glass effect or pierced through to get a new fresh look on your logo.

Plastic Bag Tag, Various Shapes
Light-weight. Price sensitive. One or two-sided option.

NEW
STOCK MONEY CLIPS
Selected money clips are customized with a 25mm ball marker.

TRIANGLE DESIGN
High quality solid brass. Engravable front. Permanently affixed ball marker.

BALL MARKER BAR
Locking money clip. Permanently affixed ball marker.

PLAYER BADGE
High quality solid brass. Engravable front. Permanently affixed ball marker.

AMERICANA
Show your colors with this slim line money clip.

RUSTIC COLLECTION
Hand forged look customized with your coordinating custom ball marker.

COIN
Engravable back. Removable ball marker.

MONEY CLIP

DIVOT TOOL
Engravable back. Removable ball marker.

COIN BOTTLE OPENER
Engravable back. Removable ball marker.
Elevate your money clips with a custom design.

**CUSTOM MONEY CLIPS**

- **CSMC04-1** CUSTOM LOGO
  3D, engravable front.
- **CSMC01-N** CUSTOM TEXT
  Classic high quality solid brass. Permanently affixed ball marker. Engravable front.
- **CSMC07-N** PIERCED THROUGH
  3D, engravable front.
- **CSMC09-1** DOME STONE
  Jeweled money clip with icon embedded on crystal.
- **CSMC10-N** CONTOURED SHAPE MC
  Contoured shape built around your logo.
- **CSMC08-1** CLOISONNÉ DOME
  Jewelry quality.
- **CSMC07-1** CLOISONNÉ DOME
  Jewelry quality.
- **CSMC06-1** ROUND BAR
  Engravable front.
- **CSMC03-1** 2-TONE, 2-PART, 3D
  Engravable front.
Show your Patriotic Spirit! Perfect for Memorial Day, Fourth of July, and the 2020 Ryder Cup!
POKERC-1-23
POKER CHIPS/BALL MARKER
11.5 gram weight.
Chromaplated on both sides.

PBMB-1
65mm SMALL BAG TAG
Antique brass, chromaplated front and back. Leather strap. Permanently affixed ball marker.

MTAB-1N
FLAT BACK DIVOT TOOL
Solid brass, chromaplated back. Removable ball marker on front.

HCBNK-8
BLANK HAT CLIP
Antique brass, chromaplated front. Hidden magnet holds removable ball marker.

MDBMN-1
2” MEDALLION
Antique brass, chromaplated front and back. Permanently affixed ball marker. Fits in our putting cups, poker and wine box sets.

MCDBN-1
TRIANGLE PATTERN MONEY CLIP
Antique brass, chromaplated front. Permanently affixed ball marker.

TINLNK-5
TIN DISPLAY BOX
4” X 4” X 1.5”
Collectible tin with your custom logo chromaplated on lid. Accepts any of large vacuum form inserts.
Selected accessory items available customized domestically for quick-turn and low minimums. All customized with your logo or custom art created by our design team.

**CHROMAPLATE**

**CSPUTC-1 ENGRAVABLE PUTTING CUP**
Antique brass, chromaplated logo. Engraving plate for personalization.

**CHCOIN-8**
Antique Brass

**CHCOIN-S**
Antique Pewter

**1.5” COIN**
Chromaplated on one side. Removable ball marker.

**75mm BAG TAG**
Bag tag with leather strap. Chromplated front and back.

**BTBLNK-SA**
Antique Brass

**BTBLNK-S**
Shiny Nickel

**AMPOLUCH-1**
FAUX LEATHER DRAWSTRING POUCH
**STOCK COINS & ASSORTED**

**VALET KEY RING**
Wonderfully designed with easy release of bottom section.

**BLANK LOCKER PLATE**
Upgrade your locker room. Wood screws included. Permanently affixed ball marker.

**1.5” STOCK COINS**
Engravable back. Removable ball marker.

**BOTTLE OPENER KEY RING**
Dual purpose key ring with bottle opener. Permanently affixed ball marker.

**AMERICANA COINS**
1.5” Removable ball marker.

**2” BLANK MEDALLION**
Medallion on back. Permanently affixed ball marker. Fits in our putting cups, poker and wine box sets.

**CUSTOM ACCESSORIES & ASSORTED**

**CSBMCN-N**
2-SIDED COIN WITH MAGNET
1.5” Removable ball marker.

**CCNCST-N**
CUSTOM 2-SIDED COIN
1.5” Collect or use for long putts.

**CSTHEC-1**
2-SIDED FLAT CLOISONNÉ COIN WITH MAGNET
1.5” Heavier weighted. Removable ball marker.

**CSPRCN-1**
PIERCED THROUGH COINS
1.5” Light-weight, 4-pack coins.
CUSTOM ACCESSORIES & ASSORTED

**CSTFMG-2**
METAL MAGNET
Decorate your fridge or metal surface with a custom shape magnet.

**CSTFMG-1**
RUBBER MAGNET
Create any distinct design and multi-color pallet with our rubber fridge magnets.

**CSLCKR-1**
CUSTOM LOCKER PLATES
Custom engravable locker plate

**CSTKCH-N**
CUSTOM KEY CHAIN
Create a unique key chain which will be used and represent your logo for years.

**CSTORN-1**
CUSTOM ORNAMENT
It’s a holiday any time with our custom ornaments.

**MEDCST-N**
2” CUSTOM, 1-SIDED MD
Fits in our putting cups, poker and wine box sets or collect. Engravable back.

**CSLOPIN-1**
BEAR WITH KNIT SWEATER
Adorable plush teddy bear with black knit sweater with your logo embroidered on front.

**CSTLCUK-N**
CUSTOM CUFF LINKS
Classic and timeless jewelry quality.

**CSTCMBB-1**
POKER CHIPS WITH BALL MARKER MAGNET
Standard size poker chip with removable ball marker and your custom logo on other side.

**POKERC-1**
POKER CHIPS, 2-SIDED
11.5 gram weighted poker chip with your choice of logos on either side.
STOCK LEATHERS
Classic leather items available in black or brown perfectly customized with your ball marker.

FOLDING WALLET
Pockets for credit cards and locking interior spring clip money holder.

BI-FOLDING WALLET
Classic bi-fold wallet.

SCORECARD HOLDER
Enhance your scorecard in this leather holder.

PASSPORT HOLDER
Travel in style. Passport and credentials holder.

BUSINESS CARD HOLDER
Always stays in style. Retro business card holder.

CREDIT CARD HOLDER
Credit card and magnetic money clip in one.

LUGGAGE TAG
With personalization card.

MAGNETIC MONEY CLIP

TEARDROP KEY RING
Classic leather tear drop key ring.

LEATHER FLASK
Classic leather bound 8oz flask.

VALUABLES POUCH
Keep your valuables safe.
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STOCK & CUSTOM BELTS

STOCK AMERICANA RATCHET BELT
- BLUSA-1
  - Navy (Plain)
  - Black (Crocodile Pattern)
  - White (Plain)
- BLUSA-2
  - Navy (Plain)
  - Black (Crocodile Pattern)
  - White (Plain)
  - Whiskey Brown (Crocodile Pattern)

CUSTOM RATCHET BELT
- CSTBLT-1
  - Navy (Plain)
  - Black (Plain)
  - Gray (Plain)
  - Navy (Crocodile Pattern)
  - Black (Crocodile Pattern)
  - Gray (Crocodile Pattern)
- CSTBLT-3
  - Navy (Plain)
  - Black (Plain)
  - Gray (Plain)
  - Navy (Crocodile Pattern)
  - Black (Crocodile Pattern)
  - Gray (Crocodile Pattern)
- CSTBLT-2
  - Navy (Plain)
  - Black (Plain)
  - Gray (Plain)
  - Navy (Crocodile Pattern)
  - Black (Crocodile Pattern)
  - Gray (Crocodile Pattern)

CUSTOM REVERSIBLE BELT
- CSTBLT-1
  - Black/Brown
- CSTBLT-2
  - Black/White

WEB BELTS & BUCKLE
- BETWVN-1
  - Navy
- BETWVN-2
  - Black
- BETWVN-3
  - Gray
- BETWVN-4
  - Khaki
- BETWVN-5
  - Red
- BETWVN-6
  - White

Modern web belt with custom buckle and packaging. 32 to 44 inch waist.
LEATHER & CARBON TECH
High quality and durable carbon fiber tech design with appointed genuine leather trim.

FOLDING WALLET
Pockets for credit cards and locking interior spring clip money holder.

BI-FOLDING WALLET

MONEY CLIP
Slim line magnetic money clip.

MONEY CLIP WITH RFID PROTECTION
Credit card holder and money clip with RFID protection.

CREDIT CARD HOLDER
Credit card and magnetic money clip in one.

TEAR DROP KEY RING

VALUABLES BAG
Keep your items safe.

LEATHER NOTEBOOK
Zip closure with included writing pad.

FAUX LEATHER NOTEBOOK
Comes with writing pad and calculator.
MODERN LEATHERS
Durable, genuine leather in trend right colors.

MULTI-COLORED WALLET
Express yourself with these assorted colors. Pockets for credit cards. Locking interior spring clip money holder.

TRAVEL ESSENTIALS

CIGAR CASE
Carry and protect your cigars.

CIGCUT-2
PLASTIC CIGAR CUTTER
Plastic hard abs cigar cutter. Permanently affixed ball marker.

GOLF PUTTING CUPS
Adorn your desk or office with our putting cup. Custom or stock 2” medallion. Front plate can be engraved.

SHDABG-1
SHOE/DAY BAG
15” x 11” x 7”
Durable outer shell with contrast piping and cushioned handle for easy carrying or attach adjustable shoulder harness. Two separate zipper compartments to hold shoes and clothes.
BARWARE
Most items shown use a custom or stock ball marker and/or a medallion.

BOTTLE OPENER
Retro style with suede cord. Permanently affixed ball marker.

BOTTLE OPENER KEY CHAIN
Permanently affixed ball marker.

WINE STOPPER DOUBLE-SIDED TOP
Stylish and embellished with ball marker on both sides.

KEENELAND STYLE
Retro bottle opener with suede cord and engravable back.

CUSTOM EMBOSSED LEATHER COASTER SET
Customize your 4 pack leather coaster set with an embossed logo. Store in a convenient holder.

8oz LEATHER FLASK WITH COLLAPSIBLE STAINLESS STEEL CUP
Classic leather bound flask. Also available in brown (LTFLCUP-2)

11oz ROCKS GLASS WITH EMBOSSED LEATHER SLEEVE
Customize your removable leather sleeve with an embossed logo.

CLASSIC SHOT GLASS
Classic high quality machined shot glass with your custom logo.

FLASK DISPLAY BOX W/2 STAINLESS STEEL CUPS & FUNNEL
Display our flasks in this wonderful packaging.

WOOD COASTER SET
Dark cherry wood finish. Includes 4 coasters that can be customized with your ball marker.

WOOD WINE SET
Dark cherry wood finish. Includes drip ring, aerator, wine stopper and cork screw with solid wood handle.

BIRDIE FLASK
Great for celebrating a birdie. Our leather bound flask includes 4 stainless steel cups.
MODERN PACKAGING
Give your items additional shelf appeal with our premium packaging options.

SOFT TOUCH BOX
Upgrade your product with this flip lid window display box and high quality paper.

LARGE VETRO-VUE BOX W/STAMP
Display your product in style with our unique vetrovue box. Holds a variety of different shaped items.

TIN BOX
4” x 4” x 1.5”
Collectible tin with your custom logo chromaplated on lid. Accepts any of large vacuum form inserts

VELOUR POUCHES
Present and sell your product in style.

SMALL VETRO-VUE BOX W/O STAMP
Display your smaller product in style like money clips and coins. Holds a variety of different shaped items.

SMALL VETRO-VUE BOX W/STAMP
Smaller version of our vetrovue box. Holds ball markers and other smaller items.

WHITE FAUX LEATHER POUCH
4.75” x 6”
Great for protecting your valuables.

VETTRO-VUE BOX
Derived from the Italian word Vetro, meaning glass, our new VetroVue packaging suspends the accessory item so that both sides are visible.
The outer box creates a perfect frame and can be customized with your club name or logo.
Vetro-Vue boxes use Pad Print. Available stamp colors below:
BLANKETS
Our best-selling Sherpa blankets make great gifts!

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-1
Black

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-2
Navy

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-3
Burgundy

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-4
Camel

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-5
Charcoal

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-6
Brown

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-7
Hunter Green

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-8
Royal Blue

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-9
Red

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-10
Purple

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-11
Red/Black

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-12
White/Grey

BLKTROPE/BLKTSHRP-13
Star

BLKTSHRP
Bag w/Handles

BLKTROPE
Rope

BLANKET
50" X 60"
Sherpa blanket with hand tied rope or carry bag with handles.
BLANKETS
Our blanket collection has you covered for all needs.

**BLKTHAN-1**
**WATER-RESISTANT SOFT FLEECE TOURNAMENT BLANKET W/LEATHER STRAP**
55" x 70"
PEVA waterproof backing and retro leather handle for easy carry and merchandising.

**BLKTRN-1**
Blue Plaid

**BLKTRN-2**
Navy/Solid
32" x 55"
Polar fleece with PEVA waterproof backing. Easy roll up and carry.

**FUZROPE-5**
NEW
with Rope

**FUZRBBLK-5**
NEW
with Bag

**FUZZY FROST SHERPA**
50" X 60"
Ultra soft frosted sherpa blanket with hand tied rope or carry bag with handles.

**JERBLKT/JERLSKT--2**
Navy

**JERBLKT/JERLSKT--7**
Green

**JERBLKT/JERLSKT--5**
Grey

**JERBLKT/JERLSKT--8**
Royal Blue

**JERBLKT/JERLSKT--9**
Red

**JERBLKT (with Elastic Handle Band) / JERLSKT (with Bag)**

**JERSEY FLEECE BLANKETS**
50" X 60"
Classic jersey fleece blanket. Heavy weight 290 GSM. Comes in bag or reusable elastic handle for easy carry.

**BLANKETS**
29
**COOLNES**

**SUNGAITER**  **NEW**
UPF 50+ • Wind and dust protection • Light and breathable
Quick Dry • Wet cool clima • Cold weather protection • Thermal protection

SUNGTR-1000 White
SUNGTR-0500 Gray
SUNGTR-4000 Navy

**SUNDAWA**  **NEW**
UPF 50+ • Wind and dust protection • Light and breathable
Quick Dry • Wet cool clima • Thermal protection

SUNDAN-1000 White
SUNDAN-0500 Gray
SUNDAN-0998 Pink

**SUNSLV**
UPF 30+ • Moisture Wicking • Antimicrobial
4 Way Stretch

SUNSLV-1000 White
SUNSLV-0400 Carbon

**SUNGUARD**  **NEW**
UPF 50+ • Wind and dust protection • Light and breathable
Quick Dry • Wet cool clima • Thermal protection

SUNGRD-1000 White
SUNGRD-0500 Gray
SUNGRD-0998 Camouflage

SUNGRD-6230 Neon Orange

**SUNSLEEVE**  **NEW**
UPF 30+ • Moisture Wicking • Antimicrobial
4 Way Stretch

SUNSLEEVE-1000 White
SUNSLEEVE-0400 Carbon
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STOCK TOWELS

MAGTWL-1
C-RUBBER TOWEL HOLDER WITH CARABINER
Magnetic towel holder. Can be scooped with irons and placed on bag or golf cart. Comes with removable ball marker.

TWLMF1-1
White/Black Trim
TWLMF1-2
Red/Black Trim
TWLMF1-3
Navy/Grey Trim
TWLMF1-4
Black/Grey Trim
TWLMF1-5
Green/Black Trim
TWLMF1-6
Pink/Grey Trim
TWLMF1-7
Purple/Grey Trim
TWLMF1-8
Blue Camouflage
TWLMF1-9
Orange Camouflage
TWLMF1-10
Pink Camouflage

MICROFIBER TOWEL
17” x 38” Quick absorption feature with waffle pattern and carabiner.

TWLTFG-0100
Black
TWLTFG-5130
Hunter Green
TWLTFG-4000
Navy
TWLTFG-3000
Red
TWLTFG-4410
Royal Blue
TWLTFG-1000
White

TRI-FOLD TOWEL
16” x 24” 100% Cotton sheared velour. Made in the USA. Sold blank or custom embroidery. Also available in 3 grommet style TWLSGR.

TWLUSA-1
USA FLAG TOWEL
16” x 24”
100% Cotton sheared velour. Made in the USA.
CUSTOM GOLF TOWELS
Made in the USA. 100% sheared velour cotton. 16” x 24” Towels.
CUSTOM GOLF TOWELS
Expand your custom towel offering with our new 4 pack and caddy towel

JACQUARD WOVEN TOWEL (4 PACK)

TW4PKN-1
NATURAL 4 PACK
NEW

TW4PKB-1
NAVY 4 PACK
NEW

22” x 44” CADDY TOWEL
NEW

TWLCAD-4
GREEN
TWLCAD-3
RED
TWLCAD-3
BLACK
TWLCAD-2
BLUE
COLLECTIBLE FLAGS

Sharpie friendly for autographs.

All Pin Flags are fastened on each corner to a sturdy cardboard backing making signing your flag easier! Each flag is enclosed in a clear durable 3mil thick bag with locking zipper closure for added protection.
GOLF GLOVES
Customize your AHEAD gloves!

MENS LEATHER GLOVE WITH BALL MARKER
Soft leather glove with expanding panels.
Designed to fit perfect every time.
Comes with removable 25mm ball marker.

CABRETTA LEATHER
Cabretta leather with reinforced palm area.

WATER-RESISTANT SHELL. SOFT PLUSH LINING.
REINFORCED RUBBER GRIP ON PALMS.
CUSTOMIZED LEFT GLOVE. ONE SIZED FITS ALL.

MGL-1
GOLF GLOVE FIXTURE
Holds 3 rows of gloves.

COLLECTIBLE FLAGS & GOLF GLOVES 35
DELUXE BAG COLLECTION
Bags of all sizes and functionality customizable with your logo.

MESNBG-1
Army Green

MESNBG-2
Gray

NEW

MESSENGER BAG
High density washed canvas and genuine leather with tight stitching and sturdy metal zippers. Our bags are roomy enough to fit your laptop, note books and personal documents; comes with a removable shoulder harness for added convenience. (15.5" x 12.5" x 5") Pair with our canvas/leather duffle and dopp toiletry kit.

DUFLG-1
Army Green

DUFLG-2
Gray

NEW

DUFLSM-1
Army Green

DUFLSM-2
Gray

NEW

DOPLTH-1
Army Green

DOPLTH-2
Gray

NEW

LARGE DUFFEL BAG
22" x 9.25" x 17"
The weekender duffle! Roomy enough for your travel or workout needs. Two small accessory pockets. One zipper pocket to store valuables. Removable shoulder harness for added convenience.

SMALL DUFFEL BAG
18" x 8" x 14"
Roomy enough for your everyday or workout needs. Two small accessory pockets. One zipper pocket to store valuables. Removable shoulder harness for added convenience.

CANVAS & LEATHER DOPP TOILETRY KIT
9" x 5" x 4"
Fits all your product for travel or workout needs. Small inside pouch and outside zipper pocket.
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POLY/NYLON DUFFEL BAG
21” x 10” x 12”
This bag holds everything you need to work out. 600 denier polyester, 210 denier polyester lining. Front pocket and zippered end pocket. Adjustable detachable padded shoulder strap specifications.

POLY/NYLON DOPP BAG
13.5” x 7” x 19”
The travel toiletry bag is roomy enough to hold travel toiletries like toothbrushes, deodorants, travel sized shampoos, toothpaste, makeup and shaving creams. Small hidden pockets inside the main compartments keep smaller toiletries. 2-zipper pocket on one side make this bag stylish and more convenient.

POLY/NYLON VALUABLES BAG
6.5” x 5.5” x 2”
600 denier velour. Lined. Extra side zipper pocket for extra storage.

POLY/NYLON SHOE BAG

Premium quality soft sided cooler makes a perfect travel or picnic cooler. 600 denier. Thermal foam insulation.
DELUXE BAG COLLECTION

TOTE
17” x 12” x 5”
Perfect tote for travel, the market, or golf. Durable 24 oz. 100% cotton canvas bag. Sturdy reinforced bottom and handle with inside zippered pocket.

SHOEBAG-1
SHOE/DAY BAG
15” x 11” x 7”
Durable outer shell with contrast piping and cushioned handle for easy carrying or attach adjustable shoulder harness. Two separate zipper compartments to hold shoes and clothes.

ROLLING DUFFEL BAG
21” x 10” x 12”
Rolling duffel bag with telescoping handle. Holds everything you need, from work-out to travel. 600 denier polyester. 210 denier polyester lining. Front pocket and zippered end pocket. Durable rubber tracks to stow easily in overhead compartment.
MINI BACK PACK
7" x 5" x 3.5"
Keep all your golf essentials within reach. You’ll be ready for anything with rugged grip, carabiner clasp and shoulder harness.

MNBKPK-1
Black
MNBKPK-2
Camouflage
MNBKPK-3
White
MNBKPK-4
Pink
MNBKPK-5
Gray
MNBKPK-6
Blue
MNBKPK-7
Clear

BAKPAK-1
POLY/NYLON BACK BAG
13.5" x 19" x 7"
Backpack with spacious main compartment and bonus media pocket. Dual side compression straps. Large mesh pocket and padded top handle. Reflective webbings and strips. Side mesh pockets for water bottles. Extra webbing hoops and bungee cord for attaching additional accessories.

DUFBLT-1
COOLER CARRY PICNIC BAG
20" x 10" x 10" w/Blanket 45" x 53"
Blue houndstooth pattern with PEVA waterproof backing. Includes blanket with tableware setting for two.

DELUXE BAG COLLECTION
Kate Lord

Add some bling to your golf game with crystal accessories.
All hat clips and ballmarkers sold separately.
**STOCK**

- **HCKLB-1** Shiny Nickel
- **KLMTN-1** Shiny Nickel
- **HCKLUS-1** Shiny Nickel
- **BMKLUS-1** Shiny Nickel
- **HCKLHR-1** Shiny Nickel
- **KLMPHC-1** Shiny Nickel
- **BMKLGB-1** Shiny Nickel
- **HCKLSD-1** Shiny Nickel
- **BMKLDB-1** Shiny Nickel
- **KLBCN-1** Shiny Nickel
- **PRKLCN-2** Shiny Nickel
- **HCKLF-1** Shiny Nickel
- **KLBSMN-1** Shiny Nickel
- **KLBHC-1** Shiny Nickel
- **BMKLBL-1** Shiny Nickel
- **HCKLMG-1** Shiny Nickel
- **BMKLDGO-1** Shiny Nickel

**CUSTOM**

- **KLHC03-N** Shiny Nickel
- **KLHC02-N** Shiny Nickel
- **HCKLRD-1** Shiny Nickel
- **KLHCM02-N** Matte Nickel
- **KLHC01-N** Shiny Nickel

**CUSTOM OVAL**

**CUSTOM TOMBSTONE**

**INSERT “ROUND”**

**INSERT “BAR”**

**CRYSTALS OUTER RIND**

**CUSTOM SHAPES**

**FIXTURES**

- **KLCRBP-1**
  - **CORRUGATED DISPLAY**
    - Includes 36 Kate Lord hat clips and ball marker boxes

- **ACFKL-N**
  - **Light Wood**

- **ACFKLN-D**
  - **Dark Wood**

**SMALL CRYSTAL DISPLAY**

- Includes 12 Kate Lord hat clips and ball markers
HANGING CARDS & BOX SETS
Perfect merchandising solutions for your accessories.

- HCDTB-1 DT HANG CARD
  Holds 1 divot tool

- HCHCBM-1 BM/HC HANG CARD
  Holds 1 ball marker and hat clip

- HCMCLP-1 MONEY CLIP HANG CARD
  Holds 1 money clip

- HCLGBT-1 BAG TAG HANG CARD
  Holds 1 (77mm) bag tag

- HCPKBR-1 POKER CHIP/BM HANG CARD
  Holds 4 poker chips

- HCCBMM-1 LARGE BM HANG CARD
  Holds 6 ball markers

- HCCBMM-2 SMALL BM HANG CARD
  Holds 4 ball markers

- HCHCOP-1 BM/HC HANG CARD
  Holds 1 hat clip and ball marker

- HCBMCN-1 2-SIDED COMMEMORATIVE COIN HANG CARD
  Holds 1 coin

- KLHCPL-1 2-SIDED COMMEMORATIVE COIN HANG CARD
  Holds 1 hat clip and ball marker

- HCCGAR-1 CIGAR CLAM SHELL
  Holds 1 cigar case

- HCFLAS-1 FLASK CLAM SHELL
  Holds 1 flask

VAC/Inserts
MCCTBX-1 Black
MCCTBX-2 Ivory

BOX Colors
MCM325-5S Green
MCM325-TS Taupe
MCM325-BS Black

DISPLAY BOX - VAC/INSERTS

- Boxes are available in taupe only (5197PU-3)
- Select from multiple insert combinations shown to configure your display box.

- 5204PU-6 3 BALL MARKER BOX
- 5246PU-7 6 BALL MARKER BOX
- 5199PU-5 DIVOT TOOL/BALL MARKER BOX
- 5199PU-5 HAT CLIP/BALL MARKER BOX
- 5199PU-5 MONEY CLIP/BALL MARKER BOX
Select from configurations below to proudly display your brand.

**AHEAD DISPLAY BOX - VAC/INSERT**

- **DTSWVC-3 Black**
  - SWITCHFIX & BALL MARKER
- **DTSWVC-1 Black**
  - SWITCHFIX, BALL MARKER & HAT CLIP
- **5263PB-1 Black, 5155PI-2 Ivory**
  - DIVOT TOOL & HAT CLIP
- **5265PB-3 Black, 5172PI-3 Ivory**
  - DIVOT TOOL, BALL MARKER & HAT CLIP
- **5298PT-2 Black, 297PT-1 Ivory**
  - TOMBSTONE DIVOT TOOL & BALL MARKER
- **5264PB-2 Black, 5154PI-1 Ivory**
  - DIVOT TOOL, MONEY CLIP & BALL MARKER
- **MDDTB-M-1 Black, MDDTB-M-2 Ivory**
  - SHORT PRONG DIVOT TOOL, COIN & BALL MARKER
- **5267PB-5 Black**
  - LARGE SINGLE ITEM BOX
- **5245PI-8 Ivory**
  - DIVOT TOOL & BALL MARKER
- **5173PI-4 Ivory, 5266PB-4 Black**
  - HAT CLIP & BALL MARKER
- **HC4BMI-1 Ivory, HC4BMB-1 Black**
  - HANGING CARDS & DISPLAY BOX SETS
- **5263PB-1 Black, 5155PI-2 Ivory**
  - KATE LORD DIVOT TOOL & BALL MARKER
- **5266PB-4 Black, 5173PI-4 Ivory**
  - KATE LORD HAT CLIP & BALL MARKER
- **WISTBX Black, WISTBX Maroon**
  - WINE STOPPER DISPLAY
- **5299PB-6 Black, 5242PI-5 Ivory**
  - LARGE BAG TAG

**AVAILABLE DISPLAY BOX COLORS**

- **5262PB-1**
  - Black
- **5153PT-1**
  - Taupe
- **5371PN-1**
  - Navy
- **5413PG-1**
  - Green
- **5355PP-1**
  - Pink
**FIXTURES & CAISSONS**
Creative and functional merchandising to display and sell AHEAD accessories.

**HCDFX-1 Light Wood, HCDFX-2 Dark Wood**
**BALL MARKER CLIP FIXTURE**
Holds ball marker-cap, divot tools and hat clips.

**DUOFLX-1**
**SMALL FOOT PRINT - DIVOT TOOL/BALL MARKER FIXTURE**
Base dimensions, 6” x 9”. Holds 15 stock divot tools.
Rounded bowl feature for ball markers.

**PYRMFX-1**
**1.5” COIN & POKER CHIP FIXTURE**
Base dimensions, 11x11x4.
Holds 42 poker chips or 1.5” coins.
Top bowl feature for ball markers.
FIXTURES & CAISSONS
Creative and functional merchandising to display and sell AHEAD accessories.

NOTE: Caisson and stand alone inserts will ship with open slot containing an adhesive (3M) backing for a custom ball marker to be inserted. These views showcase different arrangements for this fixture.
TOURNAMENT GIFT PACKS

You put a lot of hard work into making your event special, and no company can help you keep that feeling alive like AHEAD can!

ONE STOP SHOP!
No other company has the breadth of products and opportunities that AHEAD has. Better still, because it is all from a single source, AHEAD can deliver your gift packs to you completed and ready to go… no assembly required!

MAKE IT PERSONAL!
Add your recipient’s name to the outside of the box for an extra special touch, or include a personalized label inside of their cap so they can remember you every time they put it on.

FIT ANY BUDGET!
AHEAD can help you to create a lasting memory of your event on any budget, big or small. For bigger events, fill AHEAD’s variety of boxes and bags with our market leading headwear, apparel, and accessories.

Shoestring budget? Consider just making a special cap or t-shirt using one of AHEAD’s design templates to give your guests something they can’t get anywhere else.

UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES!
Check out just some of the ideas we have for you on these pages… ask your AHEAD sales rep for more options!

GARMENT BOX
Holds 1 Garment or 1 Blanket, 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box, Additional loose items
GRGBX4 Green
RTGRBX Black

CAP BOX
Holds 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box
GRGBX4 Green
RTGRBX Black
WINDOW BOX
Holds 1 Garment, 1 Cap
BLWGBX

WOODEN BOX
• Holds 1 Garment, 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box
• 6 Caps
• 2 Garments
WDGSBX

DUFFEL BAG
Holds 1-2 Garments, Multiple Caps, Multiple Accessories
DUFFBG-A Blue-Black
DUFFBG-B Black-Black
DUFFBG-C Grey-Black

SHOE BAG
• Holds 1 Garment, 1 Cap, 1 Accessory box
• 6-9 Caps, 1 Accessory Box
SHOEBG-1 Blue-Black
SHOEBG-2 Black-Black
SHOEBG-3 Pink-Black
STOCK INFORMATION

BALL MARKER INCLUDED
Most items include 25mm ball markers but customers must have a ball marker already in stock or on order with AHEAD. A licensed or college ball marker can also be used.

LEATHER STRAPS
Prices shown include leather straps on items needing them such as bag tags. Generally Brown leather for Brass/Gold finishes or Black leather for silver/Nickel finishes.

CUSTOM INFORMATION

MOQ
Minimum Order Quantities differ for each of the custom items in this catalog but generally range from 200 to 350 pcs depending on the item selected.

MOLDS & SETUP
These prices will vary per item. The cost may range from $50.00 to $425.00 depending on the item.

DELIVERY
Leadtime for receipt is typically 45 -60 days after art approval.

ENGRAVABILITY
Most AHEAD accessory items are designed to be engraved in the AHEADINSCRIBER utilizing a stock or custom designed jig.

ENGRAVING

TOURNAMENT OR EVENT NAME
• Minimum: 36pcs of the same item/engraving (OK if different finishes)
• Increments: 5 pcs thereafter
• Delivery: 3 to 4 weeks after receipt of order.
• Cost: $2.50 per event name

PERSONALIZATION/INDIVIDUAL NAMES
• Minimum: 25 pcs of the same item (OK if different finishes)
• Delivery: 3 to 4 weeks receipt of order.
• Cost: $5.50 per individual name

CUSTOM LOGOS (VERY LIMITED)
• Minimum: 36 pcs of the same item/engraving (OK if different finishes)
• Increments: 5 pcs thereafter
• Delivery: 3 to 4 weeks receipt of order.
• Cost: varies depending on logo and design
Ahead developed the first Aheadinscriber™ engraving machine years ago to help retail shops capitalize on personalization of our various metal accessories, and it was a tremendous success! Those shops that have been engraving bag tags, money clips, and other items for their members or guests will tell you that it is the easiest money they have ever made! With the new Aheadinscriber™ 2.0, it just got even easier!

**FEATURES**

**COMPACT SIZE**
With a footprint of H.15" x W.9" x D.10" and a weight of just 18 pounds, the AHEADINSCRIBER™ 2.0 is suitable for a retail counter. Get it out in the open to generate demand!

**QUIET**
The diamond drag engraving is housed in an insulated compartment to keep things to a whisper. Shhh...

**SELF CONTAINED SOFTWARE**
There’s no need for a PC to operate the machine. The proprietary AHEADINSCRIBER™ 2.0 software and engraving mechanism are all within the same unit!

**TOUCH SCREEN TECHNOLOGY**
Use the included stylus, golf tee, or a fingertip to advance through the self guided software. Choose the item you wish to engrave, select from various text layouts, key in the words, and GO!

**HARDWARE FREE JIGS**
Each engravable accessory comes with a form fitting jig that makes it easy to plug in the accessory without the need for a jewelers’ vise. The AHEADINSCRIBER™ 2.0 software is synced with the jig so the names are perfectly positioned every time. Round peg, round hole. Easy.

Slide-show The machine speaks for itself...sort of. A slide-show of your shop logo, pricing information, photos of engraved accessories flips silently on the LCD display when the machine is not in use.

**SIZE** H.15" x W.9" x D.10"
COME VISIT US!
AHEAD - World Headquarters
270 Samuel Barnet Blvd; New Bedford, Ma 02745
AHEADWEB.com  |  800 282 2246